
BENEFITS
Anywhere, anytime access

RICH FUNCTIONALITY
Stock Control

Purchases and Purchase Orders

Services Purchases

Pricing Policies

Credit Policies

Credit Control 

Monitoring Buyers and Employees

Approvals Management

Project Management

Inventory Costing

Imports Management and Costing

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

DATA SHEET

Soft1 ERP delivers strong supply chain management functionality, ensuring full oversight of materials,
information and finances. No matter the industry, Soft1 SCM provides you with the flexibility you need to 
quickly adapt to market changes.

Accurately and efficiently handle all production 
processes with no time or geographical 
restrictions, utilizing the enhanced capabilities of 
Soft1 Cloud ERP!

Faster and better decision-making

Efficient Purchasing and Distribution 
management

Take advantage of the powerful Soft1 Reporting 
tools and improve your decision-making 
processes.

Establish standard rules for handling all pricing 
and credit policies, as well as ensuring timely 
product deliveries.

Real-time information
Empower your people, providing them with the 
necessary tools to access real-time company data.

Full compliance
Prepare your financial statements in local or/and 
foreign currency, ideally serving any reporting 
requirements.
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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

DATA SHEET

Rich functionality

Innovative Cloud operation

Advanced Enterprise Mobility solutions

Alternative operational methods  
(user licenses or subscription service)

Low TCO (total cost of ownership)

Easy implementation and high scalability

Fast business process adaptation

Easy integration with other systems

Value-added services from certified partners 

Soft1 ERP offers everything your 
business needs to reduce its 
operating cost and improve its 
effectiveness

TYPICAL FEATURES
Fully predefined, homogeneous document displaying rules, 
applying in any conditions

Design of pricing and credit policy rules, based on an open, 
multidimensional model that fully covers complex business 
requirements

Design of letters of credit, using an open and fully configurable, 
multidimensional model

Efficient Expected/Reserved orders management, providing 
inventory updates based upon customization

Covering business requirements for any type of enterprise (3-level 
features for serving business needs such as: Color-Size, Storage 
Shelves, Product Lots, Serial Number, Routes and Means of 
Transport, Multiple Barcodes, Payment Methods and Settlements, 
Composition-Decomposition of item sets etc.)

Powerful warehouse stock valuation cost system, featuring seven 
(7) different valuation methods (FIFO, LIFO, Average cost price and 
other commonly used valuation methods)

Efficient shortage management process (directly connected to 
budget scenarios) that automates order taking for product items, 
setting minimum quantity safety levels as well as suggesting 
reordering levels for instant response to production needs

Integration with core Soft1 ERP functional modules (CRM, Budget-
ing, Financial Management, Sales and Production Management)

Complete monitoring for offers along with the ability to create 
new offer based on a precious offer (new-version-offer)

Extensive business reports, available in alternative display modes 
(tax liabilities, statistical information, BI scenario analysis, customer 
purchasing behavior)
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